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TRI-COUNCIL OPPORTUNITIES

CIHR

HIV/AIDS Comorbidities Prevention and Healthy Living – Team grant
Deadlines: LOI: 2017-06-20; application: 2018-01-23
Webinar: 2017-05-09; register at HIVAIDS-VIHSIDA@cihr-irsc.gc.ca

Collaborative Health Research Program (with NSERC) – Operating grant
Deadlines: NOI: 2017-06-06; Application: 2017-10-17 (by invitation)

REMINDER
Registration deadline for CIHR Project Grants is May 30 2017

Webinar Foundation Grant
“Why and when you should apply”
Date: 2017-05-15
Registration

NSERC – INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS

Collaborative Research and Development (CRD) Grants
For technology development

Engage Grants
For initiation of research collaboration

Connect Grants
For outreach activities to build new partnerships
Applications are accepted throughout the year

The Arthritis Society – Various
Strategic Operating Grants
Young Investigator Operating Grants
Deadlines: LOI: 2017-05-17, 3pm;
Application: 2017-08-25 (by invitation only)

Ontario Trillium Foundation Grow Grants – Evidence-based development of activities
Deadlines: registration: 2017-06-07;
Application: 2017-06-28
Requires a community partner

Tri-Council Success
Congratulations to all!!

CIHR Analysis of Existing Cohorts and Databases
Jennifer Brunet

CIHR Catalyst – Indigenous Approaches to Wellness
Audrey Giles

CIHR Planning and Dissemination
Dawn Stacey

NSERC Discovery
Kristi Adamo
Anthony Carlsen
Michael De Lisio
Pascal Fallavollita

NSERC Engage
Chibuike Udenigwe

NSERC Research Tools and Instruments
Linda McLean

SSHRC Insight
Christine Dallaire
Milena Parent

SSHRC Knowledge Synthesis
Raywat Deonandan

Apologies if we missed anyone – please let us know if we did
Glyconet – Translational funding (carbohydrate research)
Deadlines: registration: 2017-07-03;
Application: 2017-07-31

Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology – Global Collaboration Program – Technology development
Application deadline: 2017-06-12

Canadian Association of Nurses in Oncology – Research Grant
Podcast: CANO Budget
Application deadline: 2017-05-15

STTI Nursing Society – Various
Doris Bloch Research Award
Joan K Stout Research Grant
Educational Assessment Nursing Research Grant
Application deadline: 2017-07-01

CIFAR Azrieli Global Scholars Program – Early Investigators; various topics
Application deadline: 2017-05-23

Canada’s Fundamental Science Review
Investing in Canada’s Future – Strengthening the Foundations of Canadian Research
Read the Final Report

David Wechsler Early Career Grant – Innovative Work in Cognition
Application deadline: 2017-06-15

SEMINARS
Discover the problem. Innovate for healthcare
Interfaculty Panel
May 3rd, 2017; 17:30
Faculty of Social Sciences, room 4007
Cost: $10

Decision Support for Multi Morbidities
May 10, 2017; 10am
Desmarais, room 7170

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation – Various
Clinical Pilot and Feasibility Awards
Clinical Research Awards
Deadlines: LOI: 2017-06-02;
Application: 2017-09-22 (by invitation)

ANNOUNCEMENT - MITACS ELEVATE
In light of new Government of Ontario funding, Mitacs will be removing the cap introduced last year on Accelerate projects for universities in Ontario.
Mitacs News;
Mitacs Elevate Program

PHAC - Canadian Chronic Disease Surveillance System Validation – Research Contract
Deadline: 2017-05-31

We welcome your questions / comments / suggestions. The research office and
Mario Lamontagne, PhD, Vice Dean Research
fssrecherche@uottawa.ca;
anne-marie.gagnon@uottawa.ca; cmarie@uottawa.ca